Slim's E-juice

824 McArthur St
Manchester, Tennessee
United States
Phone: 931-588-2936
If you are new to Slim's eJuice, congratulations! You will never need to find another
source for all your e-Liquids again! We are e-liquid specialists here, that is why we
do not sell hardware. Rest assured, Slim’s e-Juice makes every conceivable effort to
manufacture high-grade, first class e-Liquid and deliver it to you as quickly and
effortlessly as possible. Slim's e-Juice is an industry leader, producing topnotch, high
quality, and exceptional e-Liquid at unbeatable prices. We go to great lengths to
procure the highest quality liquids, using FDA-approved ingredients made right here
in the USA. Slim’s e-Juice employs only the finest and latest mixing techniques,
operates in a sanitary and up-to-date facility, and institutes quality control
measures to ensure that our products are safe, consistent, reliable and most
importantly, delicious.
At Slim's eJuice, our experienced and formally trained mixers work seven days a
week to keep pace with the constantly increasing demand for our superior e-Liquid
products. Our team of seasoned vaping veterans are constantly improving the
quality of our products and formulating innovative and unique e-Juice recipes for
your vaping enjoyment. We continually update and expand our inventory with new
and exciting e-Liquid flavors and mixes that you will not find anywhere else online.
You may choose one of the regular flavors available or try any of Slim’s Signature
mixes by clicking on the menu at the top of the page. If none of our standard or
signature flavors floats your boat, create your own. Slim’s e-Juice strives to please,
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providing our loyal patrons one of the most comprehensive e-Liquid customization
services available anywhere online. Slim’s e-Juice will gladly mix-to-order any
custom concoction your taste buds desire. Simply check out the variety of options
available on our e-Juice order menu and you will know that the customer is always
number one at Slim’s eJuice.
If you are new to vaping or want to learn more about it, Slim’s eJuice also offers an
eCig and Vaping informational blog with over a hundred articles written by our
customers, for our customers. Join our Facebook page to keep up with our crazy
specials, promotions, and giveaways and stay informed and educated about vaping;
we post links on topics such as PG/VG ratios, nicotine suggestions, acidic flavor lists,
and much more.
As a fellow vaper, I've sampled the e-Juices offered by dozens of my competitors.
On my mission to find the perfect e-Liquid blend at a reasonable price, I decided to
formulate my very own brand of e-Liquid. Why are our prices so affordable?
Because Slim’s e-Juice purchases all of our ingredients in bulk quantities at
wholesale prices straight from the manufacturer, and we pass those savings on to
our customers.
At Slim’s eJuice the customer is number one and we love to hear from you. If you
have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us by clicking the link on far right of
the top menu bar. We also want to hear what you think of our eJuice, so contribute
reviews on any of our standard or signature mixes by clicking on the “Reviews” tab
on each product page. We look forward to serving all your vaping needs now and in
the future. Vape On!
Sincerely,
Slim & Slim's Crew
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